Kit Materials:
·
Lesson Plan
·
Arrowheads Folder
·
Blindfolds (11)
·
Danger Walk Folder
·
Blue Straps (2)
·
Duo Draw Folder
·
Mystery Statue Folder

EVENING ACTIVITY QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

Project Teamwork
1
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Goals:

Mystery Statue Bag
Pipeline Pipe Halves (5)
Plastic Container with
golf ball and marble
Secret Message Folder
6’ X 8’ Tarp
Storybook Folder
6’ X 6’ Tarp Maze

·
·
·

Teamgineering Folder
Traffic Jam Folder
Facilitator Cards (13)

Not in Kit:
·
Clipboards
·
Pencils
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Work Together
Have Fun

Behavior
Expectations:
Respect for others
Indoor voices
Familiarize yourself with the Projects
and the equipment. Each Project has a
Facilitator Card to assist you.

Introduce yourself and begin learning the There are 13 Projects from which to
students’ names. Set up goals and
choose. Sequence the Projects from easy
behavior expectations for the evening.
to difficult.
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Went Well:
High energy
Sharing ideas

To Improve:
Listening to others
Taking turns

After each Project discuss/process what
went well, what could be improved, and
what they learned from the Project.
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Sample Project: In “Pipeline” the
student to transport a marble or golf ball
using only the pipe halves.
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The “Tarp Flip” Project is accomplished
by turning the tarp over without being
able to leave the tarp.
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Real life teams:
Families
Coworkers
Athletes
Friends
Neighbors

In the Project “Secrete Message” mute
Allow time at the end to review the
students must unscramble message cards Projects that have been completed and
held by blindfolded students.
discuss real life teamwork situations.

Untie all knots, fold tarps neatly,
inventory and return all equipment into
the kit. Gather clipboards and pencils.

If anything was broken or missing, or if any of the supplies were low or were used up, please let your liaison
know. Thank you for your assistance.

